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: People, Events, Techniques

people, events, techniques
Banking Association Speaker Says Automation Could Change Entire Nature of
Banking From Financial Institutions to ‘Community’s Account Keepers’

“Today, one of the most revolu
tionary and innovative-generating
contraptions of our time,” EDP &
T, or electronic data processing and

transmission, “has invaded banking
workshops across the country,” and
bankers are in danger of being
dominated by this powerful tool
unless they come to achieve an un
derstanding of its full range
capabilities.
This was the theme of a recent
address, “Confrontation Within
Banking: Machines vs. Bankers or
Bankers With Machines,” by
George W. Mitchell, Member,
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, before the Na
tional Automation Conference of
the American Banking Association.
“The first main point of this
speech,” Mitchell said, “is to make
clear that I am dealing with the
effects of automation on banks as
financial intermediaries and not on
banks
community bookkeepers
or vendors of accounting, billing,
payroll, or other services on a
piecework or fixed fee basis. Obvi
ously, these opportunities and
others of a related nature can be
exploited by banks that have the
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EDP & T equipment and know
how. Such exploitation could sub
stantially modify the nature of a
banking institution, if it also in
volved operating procedures that
both de-emphasized credit granting
and made deposit accumulation a
secondary consideration.
“Perhaps banks would be better
off if so transformed that they be
came the community’s account
keepers first and financial institu
tions second. At some point bank
ers will have to make this choice. If
they decide to make their institu
tions local binary factories, they
may reap profits and perform nu
merous and needed local services
cheaper and better than anyone has
before. But, if the essential bank
ing function is not the motivating
and continuing reason for automat
ing a bank’s operation, the ‘ma
chine’ will win. It will transform
banking and bankers because it is
too powerful and too efficient to
resist, once it is free to find its
own opportunities and set its own
goals.”
Assuming, however, that bankers
will not be mastered by machines,
Mitchell proceeded to examine

some of the effects automation will
have on banking relationships,
banking structure, and banking
competition — in the light of bank
ers with machines, not bankers vs.
machines:
Small customers

1. Customer Relationships: Indi
viduals’ accounts will probably as
sume a more important role in
the business of commercial banks.
Banking has always been oriented
toward individuals of wealth and
large businesses
sources of de
mand deposits and users of funds.
However, Mitchell pointed out, in
the postwar years, more and more
financial intermediaries have dis
covered “that the hoards and sav
ings of the ‘men in the street’ can
be swept up into aggregates of
sufficient size and stability to be
an important source of funds for
the use of businesses, governments,
or consumers.” For the most part
these funds have been made avail
able as time deposits or share ac
counts, but with EDP & T, there is
no reason why these funds “should
not be a much more significant
51
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share of the total of demand de
count in all except the very smallest
With the help of automation, banks
posits.” In 1961 individuals’ de
banks. However, Mitchell said,
can become more active in the
posits were about one-third of the
with the exception of those in
consumer and installment credit
total of demand deposits, but more
sparsely populated areas of the
field — by making more credit
up-to-date information would prob
country, the smaller banks whose
available and “at significantly lower
ably show the relative importance
volume does not justify the installa
costs than are now typically
of these accounts to be gaining,
tion of their own processing equip
charged by vendors and most spe
particularly in terms of their con
ment have now, or in prospect,
cialized lending institutions.” Banktribution to bank profitability.
reasonably accessible computer
to-bank competition should also be
Corporate demand accounts are
service, either from service bu
keener — since automation will al
still sought after by bank manage
reaus, cooperative installations, or
low banks to extend their market
ments, but, Mitchell said, the out
correspondent banks. Therefore, “it
areas to locations previously pro
standing fact is that if banks want
does not appear likely that banks
tected by branching restrictions
to sell credit or demand deposit
will be forced into branching sys
and state lines, the banks in these
services to corporations or buy time
tem or holding company affiliation
locations will be forced to compete
funds from them, they are not only
in order to have access to EDP fa
by raising their service standards
faced with the full-scale competi
cilities and at volume-priced unit
and lowering their charges.
tion of other financial intermedi
rates.”
“I am confident that automation
aries but of money and capital
However, Mitchell mentioned
can be used to revolutionize bank
markets as well. EDP & T will give
other implications of automation
ing,” Mitchell concluded, “and,
banks a profitable alternative to
that will affect the banking struc
in the process, greatly increase its
this sort of competition, Mitchell
ture:
efficiency, its social product, its
feels, providing that they can get
• The effect on unit banking will
share of the nation’s business and
over their fixation for big custom
probably depend on the section
its profits. On the other hand, auto
ers. If they can concentrate more
of the country or the degree of
mation is so powerful a tool that it
on serving individuals and small
urbanization. The most significant
can easily become master rather
businesses, whose borrowing and
changes will probably occur in
than servant and ...
alter bank
lending alternatives are more re
metropolitan areas near state lines
ing that the industry will not be
stricted, banks will find their profit
and in the south and north central
recognizable within a generation.
opportunities to be greater, their
states — at least to the extent that
It is up to bankers to decide which
deposit base to be more stable, and
automation will release these banks
road to follow.”
they will enjoy the independence
from state line or branching re
that comes from having more cus
strictions, allowing them to extend
tomer alternatives. If a bank’s prof
their services throughout a natural
Computers Threaten
its and growth depend on the ac
metropolitan trading area. It is un
counts of a few big customers,
likely that banking structure in
Middle Managers’ Jobs,
these accounts usually have to be
nonmetropolitan areas will be simi
retained on the customer’s terms.
larly affected,
these banks do
Survey Indicates
If a bank’s customers are legion,
not have a large enough deposit
“one customer more or less on the
aggregate to attract nonlocal banks
The middle manager may very
bank’s terms serves only
an indi
or to be attracted by them.
well be next in line to have his job
cation of how well its prices and
Automation may cause some
security threatened by a computer
services are being currently re
dramatic shifts in market shares
—and even if he does manage to
ceived in this market.”
among individual banks “as the
hold his own, the computer will at
giants and near-giants come into
least succeed in making his job
closer
competitive
contact.
.
.
.
more
difficult.
Small banks
For groups of large banks, on the
That prediction is made in a re
2. Banking Structure: The po
other hand, market shares are like
port entitled “Automation and the
tential effects of automation on
ly to continue stable.”
Middle Manager, What Has Hap
banking structure appear to be farpened and What the Future Holds,”
reaching, but are not so ominous as
recently published by the Amer
Competitors
many seem to fear — mainly be
ican Foundation on Automation
cause of inaccurate impressions of
3. Banking Competition: “There
and Employment.
the existing bank structure and the
can be little doubt that automation
Whether the computer will ulti
faulty assumption that small banks
will lead to much more competition
mately prove a means to progress
in banking — more competition
will be unable to afford the advan
and prosperity or whether it will
among banks and more competition
tages of EDP. It is true that more
wreak economic havoc through
between banks and other credit-ex
and more bankers are now con
mass unemployment has long been
tending agencies, particularly those
disputed. The more immediate
vinced that EDP is an operational
problem of increased dislocation
concerned with consumer credit.”
must for the demand deposit ac
Management Services
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among blue-collar factory workers,
whose jobs are being relentlessly
and efficiently taken over through
mechanization, is an even more
pressing issue. However, the au
thors of the report feel that com
paratively little attention has been
focused on automation’s effect on
white collar workers, and even less
on that ambiguous personage, “the
‘middle manager,’ who occupies a
loosely defined and possibly tenu
ous position on the organizational
charts somewhere between the firstline foreman and the lower tier of
vice-presidents
However, according to the foun
dation’s survey, which is based on
an analysis of 35 extensive inter
views with spokesmen for some of
the nation’s larger businesses and
with government officials and uni
versity professors:
Storm signals
Although the impact of automa
tion on management has not yet
become fully apparent, “the storm
signals as well as the potential for
the future cannot safely be ignored
or overlooked, either by top or
middle management or by govern
ment planners and manpower spe
cialists. An impressive number of
participants in this study have mar
shalled a persuasive case: The mid
dle manager’s job stability in terms
of the number and kinds of jobs
there will be is subject to a far
more serious threat and open to
greater possibilities than past ex
perience and expected trends in
the immediate future would sug
gest.”
“Although the computer has al
ready cut deeply into the need for
middle managers,” the authors of
the report say, as yet there is no
widespread evidence of unemploy
ment among them. So far normal
attrition has taken care of those
who have been displaced by the
installation of computer systems.
Also, job reduction has stemmed
mainly from the elimination of
clerical tasks. The reason that the
computer has not advanced further
into the realm of middle manage
ment decision making, the report
July-August,
1966
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goes on to say, is not due to any
inherent limitations of computer
technology but to certain human
deficiencies, such as management’s
resistance to change, skepticism
about the potentialities of the com
puter, and the present hostility be
tween traditional managers and
computer technicians. But once
these sociological difficulties are
overcome, which the authors of the
study feel is inevitable, there will
be rather violent repercussions in
the area of management. They also
believe that “existing industry pro
grams for retraining and early re
tirement are woefully inadequate
to meet the displacement patterns
arising as computers approach their
maximum utility.”
Even though dissenting opinions
were expressed on many of the is
sues brought up during the inter
views, nearly all of those partici
pating in the study agreed on the
following points:
Job content

“There will be a drastic change
in the job content of the middle
manager: The repetitive tasks will
vanish and he will be confronted
with a greater variety of informa
tion, requiring more rigorous anal
ysis in decision making. Although
his job will be more intellectually
demanding, he will find more free
dom, more flexibility, and more cre
ativity in it.”
The corporate structure will also
be altered in that there will be
fewer levels of management re
sponsibility; “a more rapid and
complete centralization of informa
tion, but not necessarily changed
locales for decision making, will
result from advanced computeriza
tion.”
There have been no drastic
changes in hiring patterns of mid
dle managers to date. The business
administration graduate is still pre
ferred over the pure technician, al
though today’s management trainee
has had more exposure to higher
mathematics and computer tech
nology than in the past.
Most company spokesmen ex
press dissatisfaction with American

colleges and universities for failing
to provide the business student
with adequate comprehension of
computer technology or insight into
the practical problems involved in
operating a business.
Most of the companies surveyed
have neglected, in connection with
computerization, to inaugurate pro
grams to retrain and upgrade the
potential skill deficiencies of their
middle managers.
Finally, the authors of the report
warn: “Now is the time for intelli
gent preparation for the human
problems which have delayed the
use of the computer and will un
doubtedly intensify in the future,
for surely the computer will move
relentlessly forward
competition
and new technology force its use.”
The Foundation on Automation
and Employment, jointly sponsored
by management and labor, was
formed in 1962 to encourage wider
use of automation by attempting to
solve the human and industrial
relations problems that follow in
its wake.
The report can be purchased for
$3 a copy from the offices of the
foundation, 280 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10017.

Standard & Poor’s Will

Add Remote Terminal

System to Compustat
Standard & Poor’s Corporation
has announced plans to extend its
Compustat Service to include a re
mote terminal computer system.
S&P will begin testing the new
system this fall. If successful, it
will then be offered to all Compu
stat subscribers on an optional
basis.
At present, the Compustat com
puter service supplies subscribers
with magnetic tapes containing fi
nancial profiles of 1,000 major cor
porations, with information dating
back to 1946. According to H.
Russell Morrison, S&P spokesman,
these profiles consist of 60 items of
statistical and accounting informa73
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tion on eachManagement
of the 1,000Services:
companies
currently listed on the Compustat
tapes, and S&P plans to add infor
mation on an additional 1,000 firms
in the very near future. The service
is geared to facilitate such opera
tions as across-the-board compari
sons of corporate financial data or
analyses of securities investments.
Compustat users currently receive
updated tapes from S&P on a per
iodic basis.
Under the proposed new termi
nal system, subscribers would have
the option of immediate access to
Compustat information via remote
terminals linked to a central com
puter at Compustat headquarters.
The remote terminal, located in a
subscriber’s office, would allow him
to type out his question on the
terminal’s keyboard and receive the
requested information within sec
onds, either in graphic or numeri
CUSTOM MARKET PROFILE
cal form, on the terminal’s televi
BY
ESTABLISHMENT
EMPLOYMENT SIZE
sion-like screen.
WITHIN STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
The new time-sharing system
will initially operate on an experi
VALUE INDEX
ESTABLISHMENTS
REALIZED
POTENTIAL
MARKETPLACE CUSTOMERS
SIC
INDUSTRY
SIZE
OCCUPANCY
mental basis. By fall, Morrison
3069 FAB RUBBER PROD, NEC
said, “We should be in a position
58
18.4
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316
12
UNDER 10
to start active work with our sub
18.9
281
32U
72
10-19
53
scribers to test the merits and po
63
15.6
1*06
20-49
22U
35
tential problems in this type of
689
142
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50-99
157
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system.”
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IBM has recently branched into
a new type of business — the sale
of custom-tailored, computer-pre
pared market research reports.
The new computerized market
ing research, called Industry In
formation Service, will be sold na
tionally by IBM’s newly formed In
formation Marketing group, which
has headquarters in White Plains,
N.Y., and has already opened
branch offices in Chicago, Los An
geles, Philadelphia, and New York
City. The marketing research group
will
sell QUIKTRAN, IBM’s
time-sharing terminal system, which
is being used by more than 125
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1,000-MORE

IBM Goes Into New Line:
Preparing and Selling
Market Research Reports
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255

222

2
1,351

91

6.7

3,082

o
Industry Information Service

Top left: IBM executives inspect demonstration samples of the company's
new computer-prepared research reports. Top right: Engineers at Weiskopf &
Pickworth use QUIKTRAN service in New York to make inquiries of the com
puter, several blocks away, which they time share with 49 other customers.
Bottom: Report in Custom Market Profile breaks down customer company's
sales to each industry by plant employment size.
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subscribers in New York and Los
Angeles.
Through what IBM calls an "in
formation-sharing” technique, the
new marketing research service

will harness a computer to combine
two major data banks of informa
tion: (1) Dun & Bradstreet statis
tics—a periodically updated census
of industry containing information
on around 309,000 manufacturing
businesses and 80,000 other com
panies such as transportation, min
ing, and construction firms, and (2)
an "input-output” model of the in
dustrial economy, now being de
veloped by IBM, which will indi
cate the amount of goods and serv
ices that each industry sells to and
buys from every other industry.
The model will be based on indus
try statistics compiled by the Of
fice of Business Economics of the
U.S. Department of Commerce
(see news story, M/S, Jan.-Feb.,
’65, p. 9).

Information needed

From these data banks IBM can
draw the pertinent information for
preparing individual market anal
ysis reports. All that IBM needs to
compile a report for an individual
company is a list of that company’s
customers; an “index of value” for
each customer, such as sales vol
ume; and a geographical break
down of the company’s sales terri
tories.
Five reports furnished

A company using IBM’s new
service receives five detailed ana
lytical reports, called the "Custom
Market Profile.” These computerprepared reports indicate a com
pany’s present share of the market
and untapped market potential,
broken down by:
1. Types of industry to which
the company sells
2. Plant employment size within
each industry
3. Sales territory
4. Plant employment size with
in each sales territory
5. Types of industry within each
sales territory.
July-August,
1966 1966
Published
by eGrove,
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In these reports, all types of busi
ness are expressed in terms of four
digit SIC (Standard Industrial
Classification) codes, developed by
the U.S. Bureau of the Budget.
These codes define the nature of a
company according to its function
and the type of product or service
it sells.
Also included in the Custom Mar
ket Profile are a current and pros
pective customer list and a de
tailed appendix of the data bank
information on which the analyses
are based.
The input-output tables, to be
completed by late 1967, will indi
cate what products and services
are sold by some 250 industries to
around 500 receiving industries and
how much these 500 industries ac
tually buy from their 250 suppliers.

QUIKTRAN has new feature
IBM also announced that QUIK
TRAN, the other product sold by
the Information Marketing group,
is now being offered with a new
batch processing feature. Pre
viously QUIKTRAN was offered
on a time-sharing basis, allowing a
subscriber using an IBM 1050 tele
processing terminal to “converse”
over regular telephone lines with
a central IBM 7044 computer to
solve his problem. Converse, in
IBM terminology, simply means
give-and-take questions and an
swers; it does not imply verbal
communications. Queries are keyed
in and responses typed out. Now,
with the new batch processing fea
ture, a user can transmit more ex
tensive, pre-structured problems to
the 7044 computer for overnight
processing.
According to G. B. Beitzel, presi
dent of IBM’s data processing divi
sion, “Information Marketing’s ini
tial products — QUIKTRAN and
Information Marketing Service —
are answers to two basic problems.
The first makes a computer’s prob
lem solving power available at your
fingertips. The second classifies,
analyzes, and makes available in a
more useful form a valuable part
of the information now circulating
in business, industry, and science.”

Distaff Side Still Trails
Men in Job Stability,
Survey Indicates
Female office employees are still
dubious prospects when it comes
to job stability.
At least that is the overall ver
dict of the 1,631 firms represented
in an office turnover study recently
released by the Administrative
Management Society.
The study covered more than
400,000 office employees in large
and small firms throughout the
country. It indicated that, for what
ever reason, an adventurous spirit
or family aspirations, female office
employees stay on their jobs only
half as long as male office em
ployees, according to most of the
companies surveyed.
To be more precise, the survey
found that while the male turnover
rate for 1965 was only 14 per cent,
or about one out of seven, the fe
male turnover rate was 28 per cent
—i.e., more than one out of four
female office employees had to be
replaced in 1965.
More encouraging to the fairer
sex, however, might be the survey’s
discovery that female turnover is
not as high as it used to be. It
dropped from 30 per cent in 1964
to the reported 28 per cent rate for
1965.

Male rate the same

The male rate stayed the same.
As conceded by AMA Executive
Director Robert Walter, "The drop
in turnover for women may not be
a significant one, but at least it is
in the right direction.”
The study also covered a few
other aspects of office turnover. For
instance, the overall office turnover
rate (for both men and women)
dropped from 22 per cent in 1964
to 20 per cent in 1965 (the women
receiving all the credit for the 2 per
cent drop).
Also, larger firms have had more
success in curbing office turnover
than smaller firms — turnover for
offices with over 5,000 employees
9
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called up from the computer’s file.
pact on internal control and audit
dropped from 27 per cent in 1964
ing, feasibility studies and equip
Employers using the GRAD real
to only 21 per cent in 1965, while
ment selection, information sys
time system can have almost im
the rate for smaller offices did not
mediate access to the electronic file
tems, management science appli
change significantly.

via
regular
teletype
units.
An
em
cations, and the computer’s role in
The study indicated a definite
ployer
would
simply
call
the
com
local
accounting practice.
difference in office personnel turn
puter
and
tell
it,
in
English,
the
Part
of the Institute’s continuing
over for different types of busi
qualifications and specifications for
EDP research and education pro
nesses, with government agencies
the position he is seeking to fill.
gram, the book is intended to pro
having the lowest turnover rate for
Within seconds the computer be
vide accounting practitioners with
the year (only 13 per cent in 1965)
gins to produce the code numbers
an introduction to computers. It is
and financial and insurance organi
of qualifying alumni. GRAD esti
being offered to AICPA members
zations having the highest (up to
mates that an average employer
at a discount price of $4 a copy;
26 per cent in 1965).
search takes approximately three
the price to nonmembers is $5.
minutes.
Employers without teletype units
Data Retrieval Service
may conduct searches through the
Terminals Being Widely
mail.
To Match Jobs, Alumni,
After the computer has made its
Used to Update
search, the Council staff can re
Launched by Colleges
trieve a particular resume from the
Computer Records
tens of thousands in storage with
Employers from coast to coast
in two seconds. The microfilmed
will now be able to tap a source of
Electronic “conversations” with
copy of the resume is then repro
scarce college talent — thanks to a
computers are helping four promi
duced on hard copy and mailed to
nent organizations “take the work
computerized data retrieval system
the
employer. From then on the
out of paperwork.”
recently launched by the College
employer is on his own — contact
The Martin Company in Or
Placement Council.
ing and interviewing those alumni
The new system, called GRAD
lando, Florida; the Douglas Air
who qualify for the position he
(Graduate Resume Accumulation
craft Company’s Aircraft Division
seeks to fill.
in Long Beach, California; the Title
and Distribution), is aimed at pro
Charges to employers using
Insurance and Trust Company in
viding college placement directors
GRAD are minimal. Costs include
Los Angeles; and the State of Ore
with a more efficient and effective
a $10 teletype connection charge, a
means of placing experienced col
gon’s Motor Vehicle Department,
two-dollar charge for each resume
Salem, are among the first in the
lege alumni while at the same time
ordered, and a fifty-cent-per-minute
nation to employ a technique called
relieving them of time-consuming
charge for actual computer time.
paperwork.
the IBM Administrative Terminal
There is no charge to cooperating
System (ATS) to handle the often
The Council, which also pub
colleges.
massive amounts of paperwork in
lishes the well known College Place
volved in changing and updating
ment Annual, is a nonprofit organi
written material.
zation which serves the members
The Administrative Terminal
of the eight regional college place
AICPA Offers New
System consists of typewriter-type
ment associations of the U.S. and
terminals (IBM
or IBM 2741),
Canada, and represents around
Book on Computers
a central computer (IBM 1440
1,000 colleges and 2,000 businesses.
Accounting and the Computer, a
1460), and a computer program
The GRAD system works like
356-page
hard-cover book designed
specially designed to speed the
this:
to present a broad perspective on
preparation and revision of
An alumnus seeking new employ
the accounting potential of elec
types of text material.
ment would contact his college
tronic data processing, has just
The terminals are used to enter
placement office, where he would
been published by the AICPA.
the material to be stored in the
be given an application and resume
The book combines thirteen ar
central computer, to enter later
form to fill out. The completed
ticles
previously published in
changes, and to retrieve the up
form, along with a ten-dollar regis
Management Services with a
dated version in printed form. Once
tration fee, is then sent to the Coun
group of recent Journal of Account
the material is stored, any fine of
cil Data Center in Bethlehem, Pa.
ancy
articles, papers delivered at
text can be retrieved from the com
There each resume is analyzed and
the Institute’s 1965 annual meeting,
puter; corrections or additions are
key factors extracted for input into
and a glossary of computer terms
made by simply typing in the word
the computer’s electronic storage
prepared
by Lybrand, Ross Bros.
or sentence to be changed. Up to
file. The resume of each alumnus
& Montgomery. Topics covered in
40 terminals can be linked to a cen
is assigned an identification num
clude the nature of EDP, its im
tral computer.
ber, by which it can later be
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss4/1
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The Douglas Aircraft Company
is currently operating 15 ATS ter
minals, 10 of which are being used
for the production of the company’s
DC-8 and DC-9 publications. Using

the terminal’s typewriter-like key
board, publications typists enter or
iginal copy or drafts in the com
puter. During the editing process,
changes are entered into the com
puter and corrected pages stored
until the manual is complete and
ready for printing. The computer
then prints out master sheets ready
for reproduction.
Martin-Orlando is employing
eight ATS terminals to prepare and
update assurance or “fitness” re
ports on the many thousands of
parts that are used in the develop
ment of the company’s missile sys
tems. The terminals are also used
to prepare complicated field inspec
tion reports on the operational per
formance of products and to re
trieve standard parts descriptions
which are repeatedly used by Mar
tin in the preparation of product
configuration reports.
Title work

Title Insurance and Trust Com
pany — said to be the largest title
insurance firm in the nation — will
use 40 ATS terminals and an IBM
1460 computer to prepare customer
policies — completing in minutes a
process that formerly required
hours of work, according to TI’s
board chairman Ernest J. Loeb
becke. Using ATS, an operator first
enters standard policy writeups
into the computer. Such variables
as names, dates, or map references
are then inserted — plus any
changes that might result from a
court action or title search. The
computer then prints out the fin
ished customer document.
TI has also designed its own pro
grams to handle such title opera
tions as the verification of incoming
data and priority printing and to
establish a master file of all title
transactions.
Finally, Oregon’s Motor Vehicle
Department is using ATS to cor
rect and print auto driver’s licenses.
The department’s director, Vern L.

Published by eGrove, 1966
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Hill, claimed that with the Ad
ministrative Terminals System his
staff is able to process up to 5,000
driver records a day — representing
more than one million drivers —
converting the data from paper
into machine readable form.
Oregon’s Legislative Counsel,
Sam Haley, said that he is also
using ATS on an experimental basis
to draft and proofread bills, enter
amendments, and prepare final bills
for publication.

Credit Data Extends

Automated Operations

As described by Dr. Jordan, the
CDC credit reporting system works
like this:
Subscribing companies, such as
retail stores, finance companies,
and banks, “pool” their records on
each of their credit customers. This
pooled information is stored in
CDC’s computers and constantly
updated from information sent in
by the subscribing companies.
When a customer applies for credit,
the subscribing company simply
makes a telephone call to CDC’s
computer center and the record of
the customer’s previous payment
performance can be retrieved from
the central file in less than a
minute.

To Detroit Area
Credit Data Corporation has an
nounced definite plans to expand
its computerized credit information
service to include its Detroit head
quarters.
CDC has been operating such a
computer service in Los Angeles
since September, 1965 (see news
stories, M/S, Nov.-Dec. ’65, p. 10,
and Mar.-Apr. ’66, p. 14). The Los
Angeles center serves most of
Southern California and will soon
handle credit records for Northern
California as well.
Covers Midwest ‘super city'

According to CDC president Dr.
Harry C. Jordan, the Detroit sys
tem, when fully operational in
about 15 months, will provide
credit information to credit gran
tors in all major Midwestern re
gions within a 400-mile radius of
Detroit. He pointed out that the
new service area will include what
economists refer to as the “super
city” emerging in the area reaching
from Chicago to Buffalo.
CDC has been preparing its De
troit credit files for conversion to
computer storage for nearly three
years, Jordan said. The present
electro-mechanical files contain the
credit records of three million per
sons. CDC claims that 80 per cent
of all credit inquiries made in the
Detroit metropolitan area are proc
essed through CDC offices.

Chicago also launches service

Also responding to the mush
rooming growth of consumer credit,
the Credit Bureau of Cook County,
(Ill.) Inc., announced plans to
computerize its credit information
service.
According to Earle Harrison,
Credit Bureau president, a new
IBM System/360 Model 40 com
puter and 2,260 visual display ter
minals will help the bureau main
tain records on 4,250,000 credit
users and reply to the more than
200,000 credit inquiries it receives
each month.
When the new system is in
stalled, Credit Bureau staff will be
able to retrieve a complete record
from computer storage and have it
displayed on their terminal’s tele
vision-like screen within 60 sec
onds. The requested information
can then be relayed via telephone
or teletype or printed out by the
computer for mailing.
Standard terminology
In conjunction with these recent
moves to computerize credit re
porting, the Associated Credit Bu
reaus of America, Inc., has been
working on a project involving the
development of a standard termin
ology for reporting the payment
performance of credit users and the
standardization of credit bureau
reports into a single composite.
11
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This numeral is the most significant
Associated Credit Bureaus of
ACBofA’s job is to coordinate these
symbol in the code, as it tells the
America, Inc., is a trade organiza
metropolitan and regional pro
credit grantor how an applicant has
tion of around 4,000 credit bureaus
grams on a national scale so we
lived up to his credit obligations
and collection service agencies.
will eventually have a standard sys
in the past. For example, a zero
The new language (as described
tem in which one computer center
would be used if an applicant’s ac
in Savings and Loan News, April,
can communicate directly with any
count has been approved but is
1966) consists of a simple code of
of the others.”
too new to rate. The numeral “1”
numeric and alphabetic symbols. It
signifies that the applicant gener
will supposedly replace the oldally meets his account payments
fashioned vernacular that employed
on time for the account or accounts
RCA Announces New
such ambiguous and subjective
reported, and higher numbers indi
terms as “good” or “slow” to de
Software System for
scribe an individual’s bill-paying
cate varying degrees of less desir
able payment performance — with
habits.
Spectra 70 Processors
a rating of “9” signifying a bad debt
For example, the local grocer
and thus a poor credit risk.
might describe Joe Smith as a good
RCA recently announced that
credit risk because he always pays
it is now ready to deliver the
his bills, even though it might take
first of four operating systems for
New language widespread
him several months to get around
its third generation Spectra 70
According to ACBofA, a number
to it. However, to a department
computer series. This marks, says
of credit bureaus have already be
store Joe Smith would be “slow”
the company, the third major pro
gun to use the new terminology,
in paying his bills, and a mortgage
graming system to be made avail
and by the end of this summer,
lender would probably tag him as
able by RCA within the last nine
ACB
expects the new language
a very “poor” credit risk.
months.
to be almost universal.
Now, with ACBofA’s new termin
The new Primary Operating Sys
ACBofA’s program to consolidate
ology, Joe Smith would be de
tem is designed for the 70/35,
credit reports into one standard
scribed as G 0-3. In this example,
70/45, and 70/55—the three largest
form is as yet still in the experi
the first letter symbol (G) stands
computers in the Spectra 70 series.
mental stage. The standard form
for the major business classification
Consisting of 35 programs, in
would allegedly eliminate the con
of the account (Groceries). The
cluding 800 pages of specifications,
fussion resulting from the twenty
code uses 23 such business classi
flow charts, and 55,000
odd kinds of written reports, vary
fications.
punched cards, the programing sys
ing in size and format, that credit
The second letter symbol (O)
tem will enable a customer to write,
bureaus now offer to their cus
designates the type of account
control, test, and implement his
Joe has — in this case an “Open ac
tomers.
own software programs, according
count.” The ACBofA code groups
to RCA.
types of accounts into three major
The early availability of the
Other standardization
classifications:
Primary Operating System will
Carrying the standardization pro
1. Open accounts, designated by
enable Spectra 70 customers to be
gram eyen further, ACBofA has
the letter “O,” which are held by
gin productively using their com
also launched a project aimed at
the greatest percentage of con
puters as soon as possible after in
full-scale computerization of its
sumer credit users and are gen
stallation. Also, users may prepare
credit bureau activities. The proj
erally expected to be paid with
programs prior to installation on
ect, called CB-360, is being con
only one billing
RCA’s computers at the company’s
ducted jointly with credit bureaus
2. Revolving accounts, desig
Spectra 70 Data Center in Cherry
in Dallas and Houston, where IBM/
nated by “R,” one type of which
Hill, New Jersey.
360 computer systems will begin
might provide for the payment of
According to A. W. Carroll,
operating next year. Ultimate goal
the total balance within a certain
Manager, Systems Programing, RCA
—to establish a nationwide network
amount of time without an inter
EDP, “In the RCA Spectra 70 com
of computer centers in all major
est or service charge
puter family, software is every bit
credit markets.
3. Installment accounts, desig
important as the hardware in
Initially the project calls for a
nated by “I,” under which the
making available to the customer
computer system that would al
debtor makes a fixed number of
the maximum capabilities of these
low a metropolitan or regional
payments of a certain amount of
advanced systems.”
credit bureau to pool information
money.
Mr. Carroll pointed out that de
from its local bureaus into a cen
The final numeral in Joe Smith’s
livery of the new Primary Operat
tral file, available to all credit
G 0-3 code describes his usual
ing System means RCA has for the
grantors in the area.
manner of payment. In this case,
third time met both its software
According to ACBofA’s re
“3” means that Joe pays in more
and hardware commitments on
search director, Alan Carey, “The
than 60 days but less than 90 days.
schedule. Programing packages for
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss4/1
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the Spectra 70/15 and the Spectra
70/25 have already been released
on schedule.

: People, Events, Techniques

Emphasis on software

Several other computer manufac
turers, like RCA, have recently
made pointed announcements of
their ability to deliver thoroughly
developed software packages along
with their computer equipment.
The implication seems to be that
IBM is still lagging behind in meet
ing its software commitments for
the IBM System/360 computer se
ries. However, IBM claims to be
fairly well up to date with its soft
ware programs. (See news story,
M/S, May-June, ’66, p. 12-13.)
Two additional major software
systems for the Spectra 70/35, 70/
45, and 70/55 — the Tape Operat
ing System and the Tape/Disc
Operating System — are scheduled
for delivery later this year, while
still another system, Disc Operat
ing System, is currently being de
veloped. All
all, RCA expects
eventually to offer Spectra 70 cus
tomers six different levels of soft
ware systems.

Sperry Rand Shows
New Univac 9000 Group
Of Computers in Chicago
Sperry Rand Corporation’s UNI
VAC Division has introduced the
first of its new family of UNIVAC
computers—marking the com
pany’s official entry into the thirdgeneration computer market.
The UNIVAC 9200 and UNIVAC
9300 were unveiled at the opening
of the 1966 International Data
Processing Business Exposition in
Chicago last month. Also an
nounced was a new line of 80column electronic punched card
equipment, composed of a key
punch, verifier, sorter, and an in
terpreter-making it the company’s
largest multi-product introduction
in more than
years.
The UNIVAC 9200/9300 Sys
tems represent the beginning of a
Published
by eGrove,
1966
July-August,
1966

Monolithic integrated circuits in new 9000 series shorten electrical
paths and require considerably less power than hybrid circuits.

new series of integrated computers
that Sperry Rand claims will span
the small-, medium-, and largescale data processing market. “With
these new systems,” said J. Frank
Forster, president of the corpora
tion, “we expect to achieve a larger
share of the computer market,
which is currently expected to grow
at least 18 per cent per year, dou
bling over the next five years.”
The UNIVAC 9200 is a low-cost
system designed specifically for the
user of punched card equipment
who wants to move up to a com
puter but to date has not been able
to afford the higher cost.
The UNIVAC
is a more
flexible system which can be used
as a punched card and magnetic
tape computer or as a satellite to
a larger data processing system.

Feature plated-wire memory
The new systems feature mono
lithic integrated circuits and a new
plated-wire memory for internal
storage. Both are compatible with
each other and with future addi
tions to the UNIVAC
series,
and, according to Sperry Rand,
both systems are “data compatible”
with most existing punched card

systems made by other manufac
turers.
The plated-wire “fourth genera
tion” memory, Sperry Rand claims,
is faster and less expensive than
conventional memories and re
quires far less circuitry. The mem
ory element in itself is, in effect, a
thin film that is electroplated
around an extremely
wire
foundation. The plated-wire mem
ory operates in a nondestructive
read-out mode which eliminates the
need for a rewrite cycle after each
reading. As explained by the com
pany, most conventional systems
have core storage memories that
operate in a destructive read-outmeaning that each time information
is read fr m a storage location,
the information in that location is
erased and must be rewritten into
memory if it is to be retained. Since
the UNIVAC plated-wire memory
does not require this rewrite cycle,
the read operation consumes less
power and the memory cycle time
is considerably shorter.
The basic plated-wire memory in
the UNIVAC 9200 has a storage
capacity of 8,192 bytes, which can
be expanded to twice this size.
Memory cycle time is 1.2 micro
seconds. The 9200 can perform
13 9
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ing Negroes to their payrolls served
over 10,000 additions per second.
and many continue to receive only
The UNIVAC 9300 has an 8,192as proof that they did not dis
the jobs that are poor in pay and
byte standard memory, which can
criminate. Others felt that they
low in status.
be expanded to a maximum of
had barely scratched the surface
The report pointed out that
32,768 bytes. It has a memory cycle
of the problem of discrimination,
around 60 per cent of Negro work
and that “business should not think
time of 600 nanoseconds and can
ers are unskilled. About 60 per cent
of itself as truly integrated until
perform over 20,000 additions per
of Negro families earn less than
many more Negroes are hired and
second.
$4,000 a year, a figure far below
until the policy of merit-ability-per
Additional memory modules and
the $6,140 reported “modest but
peripheral subsystems can be add
formance is followed for all em
adequate” for a family of four by
ployees, day by day, in all their
ed to both systems.
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
business relationships.”
Monthly rental for the UNIVAC
However, another point empha
9200 ranges upwards from $1,040
The following are some of the
sized in the study: “Pressure on
conclusions drawn from the NICB
and purchase prices are $39,340 to
American business to hire in
study:
$98,685. Monthly rentals for the
creased numbers of Negroes ar
UNIVAC
are from $1,675 to
—Negroes were rated
average
rived virtually ‘overnight.’ Many
$9,310, and purchase prices range
in most respects but rather low in
firms were not prepared to meet
the areas of “responsibility” and
from $62,610 for the card system
it. Most point out that they will
“promotability.” Most companies
to $348,380 for the maximum tape
still need guidance in this area.”
system. Deliveries of the new sys
surveyed felt that with more edu
tems will begin in about 12 months.
cation and training the Negro will
improve his position in both areas.
Manufacturers Expect to
—Many Negroes are still not con
vinced that companies actually
Increase Investment in
Few Problems Found in
want them to apply for jobs. The
firms that have made the most
R&D, Survey Shows
Hiring Negroes, But Rate
progress in employing Negroes
recommend that a strong, written
The next five years will see a
Still Very Slow: NICB
statement of policy on equal op
greater portion of the corporate
Over the last three years Amer
portunity is essential to attract
sales dollar go into research and
ican firms have been hiring grow
qualified Negro applicants.
development, according to more
ing numbers of Negro employees
—Most companies are strongly
than half of 180 manufacturers
for jobs formerly held only by
against the idea of hiring by quota,
surveyed by the National Indus
whites (including supervisory posts
as they believe it violates the prin
trial Conference Board.
involving mixed crews). There have
ciple of merit employment.
Stimulating this new R&D trend,
been far fewer problems than the
—Very few firms expressed hard
says one manufacturer, is the rapid
employing companies had antici
core resistance to Negro hiring. Vir
development of technology. The
pated.
tually all companies surveyed em
useful life of most products is rela
Such is the finding of the Na
ploy at least one Negro in a super
tively much shorter than was true
tional Industrial Conference Board
visory capacity.
before the accelerated rate of tech
in a recent survey based on per
—Civil rights legislation has
nical improvements and innova
sonal, on-site interviews and obser
brought about significant changes
tions. Therefore manufacturers
vation of the attitudes and practices
in the South, especially in curbing
must make a greater effort to im
of 47 companies throughout the
“equal but separate” practices.
prove existing products and cap
United States. Forty-five
case
However, in many plants employees
ture future markets with new prod
studies are presented in the NICB
continue to use segregated facili
ucts.
report.
ties.
The importance of R&D in the
NICB president H. Bruce Palmer
—Although most firms feel that
corporate hierarchy is reflected by
pointed out that the purpose of the
legislation can bring about some
the fact that 60 per cent of the
study was not to define the role an
progress toward equal opportunity,
companies have an R&D executive,
executive should play in Negro em
they strongly emphasize that a
usually of vice presidential rank.
ployment, but to report on the ex
great deal depends on education
About 77 per cent of the compa
perience other companies have had
and voluntary effort.
nies surveyed are multidivision
to date with hiring Negroes. He
—Few companies are doing as
companies. According to the sur
stressed that the report does not
well as they would like to do and
vey these companies tend to split
necessarily prescribe the best course
few are doing as well as their top
the R&D function between head
of action but only shows what has
executives think they are doing.
quarters and their various divisions.
worked so far and what has not.
In general, NICB finds that
One in seven of the firms has
Some of the companies surveyed
progress has been slow. The supply
completely centralized the research
claimed that their progress in add
and development function.
of well qualified Negroes is low
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss4/1
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